ERRATUM

In the article by Brandl et al. (“Habitat degradation increases functional originality in highly diverse coral reef fish assemblages”; *Ecosphere* 7(11): e01557), the source of the data on coral cover is incorrectly described as collected by Brandl, Emslie, and Ceccarelli. Instead, coral cover data were collected by Zoe T. Richards, who has therefore been included as a co-author on the paper.

In addition, funding sources listed in the Acknowledgments are currently incorrect and incomplete. The corrected Acknowledgments section appears below:

“Data collection in 2015 was supported by the John and Laurie Proud Foundation, the Hermon Slade Raiatea Foundation, and Isobel Bennett Fellowships awarded to DMC and ZTR. The 2011 study was supported and funded from a research grant by the Australian Museum to ZTR. We thank T Lewis for field assistance and JEK Byrnes, M Carr, JM Casey, MJ Kramer, BS Cheng, TL Barnum, and four anonymous reviewers for helpful comments on the manuscript. SJB, MJE, and DMC designed the study; DMC, MJE, and ZTR collected the data; SJB performed the analyses; and SJB, MJE, and DMC wrote the manuscript.”